























A Fast Hardware Tracker for the ATLAS Trigger
System
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Abstract—As the LHC luminosity is ramped up to the design
level of 1034 cm−2s−1 and beyond, the high rates, multiplicities,
and energies of particles seen by the detectors will pose a unique
challenge. Only a tiny fraction of the produced collisions can be
stored on tape and immense real-time data reduction is needed.
An effective trigger system must maintain high trigger efficiencies
for the physics we are most interested in, and at the same time
suppress the enormous QCD backgrounds. This requires massive
computing power to minimize the online execution time of
complex algorithms. A multi-level trigger is an effective solution
for an otherwise impossible problem.
The Fast Tracker (FTK) is a proposed upgrade to the ATLAS
trigger system that will operate at full Level-1 output rates
and provide high quality tracks reconstructed over the entire
detector by the start of processing in Level-2. FTK solves
the combinatorial challenge inherent to tracking by exploiting
the massive parallelism of Associative Memory (AM) that can
compare inner detector hits to millions of pre-calculated patterns
simultaneously. The tracking problem within matched patterns
is further simplified by using pre-computed linearized fitting
constants and leveraging fast DSP’s in modern commercial
FPGA’s. Overall, FTK is able to compute the helix parameters
for all tracks in an event and apply quality cuts in approximately
one millisecond. By employing a pipelined architecture, FTK is
able to continuously operate at Level-1 rates without deadtime.
The system design is defined and studied using ATLAS full
simulation. Reconstruction quality is evaluated for single muon
events with zero pileup, as well as W H events at the LHC
design luminosity. FTK results are compared with the tracking
capability of an offline algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadron Collider will collide proton bunches
every 25 nanoseconds with a center-of-mass energy of 14
TeV. At the design luminosity, each collision on average
produces 23 minimum-bias interactions that result in high
detector occupancy and create a challenging environment for
event readout and reconstruction. On one hand, limited data
store bandwidth demands a significant online rate reduction
of 5-6 orders of magnitude. On the other hand, events with
interesting physics signatures must be selected very efficiently
from the vast LHC background.
The ATLAS experiment employs a sophisticated three-level
trigger system to achieve these goals [1]. Level-1 selection is
performed in dedicated hardware that uses coarse-granularity
information from calorimeters and muon spectrometers to
apply cuts to a variety of objects, such as jets, muons,
electromagnetic clusters, and missing energy. Although adding
tracking information at this stage would be extremely ben-
eficial to discern certain physics objects, it is not currently
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possible given the small timing window available to Level-1
(2.5 µs). Moreover, even projected CPU farms that constitute
the Level-2 trigger cannot perform global track reconstruction
within their time budget of approximately 10 ms. Instead,
Level-2 does limited tracking inside Regions of Interest (ROI)
identified by the Level-1 trigger.
Controlling trigger rates at high-energy hadron collider
experiments in a way that maintains the physics capabilities
is very challenging. The trigger system should be flexible
and robust, with sufficient redundancy and operating margin.
Providing high-quality track reconstruction as early as possible
in the trigger chain is an important element in achieving these
goals.
While we do not yet know what Nature has in store
for the LHC, we do know that efficient triggering on final
states involving electrons, muons, missing transverse energy
(MET), and/or 3rd-generation fermions will be crucial for
achieving the physics goals of the ATLAS experiment. Bottom
quarks and τ -leptons produce very specific tracking signatures
which can be exploited in triggering. At high luminosity,
sophisticated algorithms run at Level-2 will be needed to
suppress backgrounds. In the current system, the Level-2 farm
is burdened with reconstructing tracks with the ROIs. Also,
global tracking will be important for maintaining reasonable
trigger rates and signal efficiency at high interaction pile-up
(large luminosity). In particular, the use of primary vertex-
ing and subsequent charged lepton association for improved
isolation will improve hadronic jet background rejection. With
global tracking, we can also use b-decay events with final state
hadrons identified outside of ROIs and construct additional
combined triggers (e.g. lepton + track). Finally, it is possible to
construct track-based MET and jet objects, possibly combined
with calorimeter information, that utilize primary vertexing to
maintain stable and efficient triggering under high luminosity
running conditions.
In this paper, we discuss a proposal to enable early rejec-
tion of background events and more Level-2 execution time
for sophisticated algorithms by moving track reconstruction
into a hardware system (FTK) [2], [3], [4] with massively-
parallel processing that produces global track reconstruction
with nearly offline resolution close to the start of Level-2
processing. The FTK system is inspired by the success of
the Silicon Vertex Trigger (SVT) [5] in the CDF detector.
FTK operates in parallel with the normal silicon detector
readout following each Level-1 trigger and reconstructs tracks
over the entire detector volume (up to |η| of 2.5) in under
a millisecond. Having tracks available by the beginning of
Level-2 processing allows reduced Level-1 pT thresholds since
the Level-2 trigger is able to reject non-interesting events more
quickly. Furthermore, since Level-2 is freed up from tracking,
the extra processing time becomes available for more advanced
online algorithms.
II. DATA FLOW
Fig. 1. Cut-away view of the ATLAS Inner Detector. FTK uses data from
the Pixel and SCT detectors.
In order to perform tracking with good efficiency and reso-
lution, FTK uses data from the two inner-most subsystems of
the ATLAS Inner Detector [1] (Fig. 1). Pixel sensors provide a
two-dimensional measurement of hit position and include over
80 million readout channels. SCT layers are arranged in pairs
of axial and narrow-angle stereo strips and consist of 6 million
channels. A typical track passes through 11 detector layers and
can be reconstructed from the 14 coordinate measurements
(3 · 2 from two-dimensional pixels and 8 from SCT). Custom
designed splitters duplicate data output by the SCT and Pixel
Readout Drivers (RODs) and send it to FTK. Since FTK non-
invasively eavesdrops on the Inner Detector data, it easily
integrates with the current ATLAS trigger system (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. ATLAS trigger system and its integration with FTK.
In order to increase the overall throughput of the system,
FTK splits incoming data into 8 or more regions in φ with
sufficient overlap to account for inefficiencies at the edges.
Each region is served by a separate crate that consists of the
subsystems shown in Fig. 3. Raw Pixel and SCT data are
first received by the Data Formatter that uses fast FPGA’s
to perform clustering [6]. Clustered hits proceed into one
of six Data Organizers depending on which of six η − φ
towers the hits reside, where they are buffered and merged
into coarse superstrips to be used in pattern recognition. The
superstrips are then sent into a pipelined array of Associative
Memory (AM) that perform fast pattern finding using a pre-
calculated table of particle trajectories. Matched patterns are
reconnected with their corresponding full-resolution hits in
their corresponding Data Organizer and sent to the Track
Fitters. After removal of duplicate tracks, with each phi-region
a Read-Out Buffer (ROB) is associated that receives the track
data (formatted as a ROD fragment). The ROBs transfer the
output on request to the Level-2 trigger.
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the FTK data flow
III. PATTERN RECOGNITION IN ASSOCIATIVE MEMORIES
Luminosities above 1034 cm−2s−1 combined with 86 mil-
lion readout channels create a unique combinatorial challenge
for tracking. FTK overcomes this with the help of specialized
AM hardware that implements a massive, ultra-fast lookup
table that enumerates all realistic particle trajectories (patterns)
through the 11 detector layers [7]. In order to keep the size of
the trajectory lookup under control, detector hits are merged
into coarse-resolution superstrips having a width of a few
millimeters1. The pattern bank is precalculated either from
single track Monte-Carlo or from real data events (Fig. 4(a))
and stored in the AM.
Each pattern in the AM includes its own comparison logic.
When hits from a given event enter the AM, they are simulta-
neously compared with millions of pre-stored patterns. In order
to account for inefficiencies in individual detector layers, FTK
also matches patterns with one missing layer (Fig. 4(b)).
Fig. 5 shows the efficiency for muon track reconstruction as
a function of pattern bank size for the pixel superstrip size of
3 mm and SCT superstrip size of 5 mm. With missing-layer
pattern matching, efficiency quickly rises to the 90% level.
Fig. 6 shows the current AM chip used in the CDF detector
at Fermilab. It uses 0.18 µm custom cells and contains up to
2,500 patterns in the 12-layer configuration. Using standard
1These coarse superstrips are only used in the pattern recognition stage; all
final fits are performed with full resolution hits.
Fig. 4. Associative Memory and pattern bank operation
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Fig. 5. Efficiency for muon track reconstruction as a function of pattern
bank size for 3 mm pixel superstrip size and 5 mm SCT superstrip size. Hits
from pile-up interactions have not included in the simulation.
cells with 90 nm technology, the capacity can be increased
to 10,000 patterns per chip, with another factor of two gain
possible with a custom cell design.
IV. TRACK FITTING
FTK computes five track helix parameters (curvature, d0
etc) and a χ2 quality of fit from the full resolution hits
within each matched pattern. Since patterns are constructed
from reduced-granularity superstrips, multiple full-resolution
hits can belong to a given superstrip. This results in some
ambiguity, which is resolved by fitting all combinations within
the superstrips.
Performing full χ2 minimization with respect to five param-
eters is an extremely slow procedure. Instead, FTK reduces the
track fitting problem to a set of scalar products, which can be
computed efficiently using DSP units in modern commercial
FPGA’s. This is done by arranging geometrically similar
patterns into a number of groups (called sectors), so that within
Fig. 6. AM chip currently used in CDF detector at Fermilab
each sector the relationship between hit positions (xj) and




cij · xj + qi (1)
The fitting coefficients for each sector are precomputed from
the same training data that was used in pattern generation. An
added advantage of this approach is that when real detector hits
are used in training, misalignments and other detector effects
are automatically taken into account.
Overall, the linearized approach allows FTK to achieve




COMPARISON OF FTK AND OFFLINE RESOLUTIONS FOR TRACKS WITH
pT > 1 GeV AND |η| < 1. HITS FROM PILE-UP INTERACTIONS HAVE NOT
BEEN INCLUDED IN THE SIMULATION.
Track Parameter σ(FTK) σ(offline)
1/(2pT )[c/GeV ] 7.4 · 10
−3 6.6 · 10−3
φ[rad] 9.5 · 10−4 6.3 · 10−4
d0[cm] 5.3 · 10−3 3.3 · 10−3
cot(θ) 2.0 · 10−3 1.4 · 10−3
z0[mm] 2.1 · 10−2 1.9 · 10−2
Table I compares FTK track parameter resolutions for
muons with an offline algorithm. Overall performances are
comparable; in particular, the FTK impact parameter resolu-
tion is equal to that of offline with an additional 30 microns
added in quadrature (Fig. 7). FTK reconstruction remains
robust in higher pileup environments (Fig. 8).
Preliminary timing estimates obtained from 1034 cm−2s−1
simulation show that FTK is able to reconstruct complex
events in about 1 ms. At higher luminosities, the number
of fits performed in Track Fitters can become excessively
large. This can be dramatically reduced by narrowing the
superstrip width or modifying the pattern recognition and fit
strategy. Several potential approaches have been identified and
Fig. 7. FTK reconstruction performance for zero-pileup muons
simulated, promising to reduce FTK processing time by more
than an order of magnitude.
Fig. 8. Impact Parameter resolution for all primary tracks with pT > 1 GeV
in WH (H → bb¯) events at the design luminosity - comparison between
FTK and offline tracking
VI. PHYSICS IMPLICATIONS
Offline-quality b-tagging efficiency and light quark rejection
can be achieved by using the savings in tracking time to apply
more sophisticated b-tagging algorithms at Level-2. Fig. 9
compares b-tagging performance of FTK tracks with that
of offline tracks using a simple transverse impact parameter
likelihood algorithm. FTK tracks provide tagging performance
competitive with offline tracks.
Studies are underway to quantify the efficiency and back-
ground rejection achieved with FTK tracks with respect to
other high-pT Level-2 objects, including hadronic τ -lepton
decays and isolated electrons and muons, and to compare these
to the capabilities of the current system at and beyond the
design luminosity.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
FTK performs global track reconstruction at the full Level-
1 trigger rate and naturally integrates with the current ATLAS
data acquisition system. Using massively parallel Associative
Fig. 9. Likelihood ratio b-tagging performance with FTK and offline tracks
in simulated WH(bb¯) events using the same algorithm.
Memories, it will provide a complete list of three-dimensional
tracks at the beginning of Level-2 processing, including tracks
outside of the Regions of Interest. The extra time saved
by FTK can be used in Level-2 to apply more advanced
algorithms and ultimately extend the physics reach of the
ATLAS experiment.
FTK robustly and quickly reconstructs tracks at the LHC
design luminosity and produces efficiencies and resolutions
comparable to offline tracking. Studies are undergoing to
evaluate the performance of the system under higher pileup
conditions (3 · 1034 cm−2s−1).
The FTK project is an R&D activity within ATLAS that
will result in a technical design report by the end of 2009. If
the proposal is accepted, prototype boards could be fabricated
in 2010 and the final system ready for Phase I upgrade of the
LHC.
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